Hugo Nomination Details for 2005

As required by the WSFS Constitution, we report the top 15 vote recipients in each category, plus any others which received at least 5% of the nominations cast in that category. We validated the eligibility and names/titles of all nominees who might have affected the final ballot, but did not attempt to validate nominees who received fewer nominations.

There were 546 total valid nominating forms submitted, of which 436 were electronic.
Best Novel
(424 nominating ballots, 230 titles, 1360 votes)

96 Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell by Susanna Clarke (Bloomsbury)
55 Iron Sunrise by Charles Stross (Ace)
46 Iron Council by China Miéville (Del Rey; Macmillan)
37 River Of Gods by Ian McDonald (Simon & Schuster)
33 The Algebraist by Iain M. Banks (Orbit)

------------ final ballot complete ------------

54 Going Postal by Terry Pratchett (HarperCollins) - Declined nomination
32 Newton's Wake by Ken McLeod (Orbit)
28 Light by M. John Harrison (Bantam)
27 Camouflage by Joe Haldeman (Ace)
27 Century Rain by Alastair Reynolds (Gollancz)
26 Perfect Circle by Sean Stewart (Small Beer Press)
26 The Family Trade by Charles Stross (Tor)
24 Air by Geoff Ryman (St. Martin's Griffin)
24 Stamping Butterflies by Jon Courtenay Grimwood (Gollancz)
23 The Last Light of the Sun by Guy Gavriel Kay (Simon & Schuster UK)
22 A Hat Full of Sky by Terry Pratchett (Gollancz)

Best Novella
(249 nominating ballots, 84 titles, 557 votes)

51 "Sergeant Chip" by Bradley Denton (Fantasy & Science Fiction 09/04)
47 "The Concrete Jungle" by Charles Stross (The Atrocity Archives, Golden Gryphon Press)
39 "Time Ablaze" by Michael Burstein (Analog 06/04)
34 "Elector" by Charles Stross (Asimov's 09/04)
29 "Winterfair Gifts" by Lois McMaster Bujold (Irrestible Forces NAL)

------------ final ballot complete ------------

28 "Mayflower II" by Stephen Baxter (PS Publishing)
24 "Shadow Twin" by Gardner Dozois, George R R Martin, Daniel Abraham (SciFiction)
21 "Keepsakes" by Mike Resnick (Between Worlds)
18 "Arabian Wine" by Gregory Feeley (Asimov's 04-05/04)
17 "The Wreck of the Godspeed" by James Patrick Kelly (Between Worlds)
15 "Our Lady of American sorrows" by Jay Lake (Wheatland Press)
14 "The Bad Hamburger" by Matthew Jarpe and Jonathan Sheen (F&SF 12/04)
13 "Appeals Court" by Charles Stross and Cory Doctorow (Argosy)
12 "Under the Flag of Night" by Ian McDowell (Asimov's)
11 "Between Worlds" by Stephen Baxter (Between Worlds)
11 "The Tribes of Bela" by Albert Cowdrey (F&SF 08/04)
11 "Viator" by Lucius Shepard (Night Shade Books)
Best Novelette
(215 nominating ballots, 144 titles, 622 votes)

31 “The Voluntary State” by Christopher Rowe (Sci Fiction, scifi.com 5/5/04)
22 “The Faery Handbag” by Kelly Link (The Faery Reel Viking)
20 “The Clapping Hands of God” by Michael F. Flynn (Analog 07-08/04)
19 “Biographical Notes to ‘A Discourse on the Nature of Causality, with Air-Planes’, by Benjamin Rosenbaum” by Benjamin Rosenbaum (All-Star Zeppelin Adventure Stories Wheatland)
19 “The People of Sand & Slag” by Paolo Bacigalupi (Fantasy & Science Fiction 02/04)

------------ final ballot complete ------------
17 “Men are Trouble” by James Patrick Kelly (Asimov’s 06/04)
17 “The Fear Gun” by Judith Berman (Asimov’s)
16 “PeriAndry’s Quest” by Stephen Baxter (Analog 06/04)
15 “Reports of Certain Events in London” by China Mieville (McSweeney’s Enchanted Chamber of Astonishing Stories)
14 “Quarry” by Peter Beage (F&SF 05/04)
14 “The Word that Sings the Scythe” by Michael Swanwick (Asimov’s 10-11/04)
13 “Dancer in the Dark” by David Gerrold (F&SF)
13 “The Third Party” by David Moles (Asimov’s)
11 “Flat Diane” by Daniel Abraham (F&SF 10-11/04)
10 “Pat Moore” by Tim Powers (Flight)
10 “Q” by John Grant (SciFiction)
10 “The Little Stranger” by Gene Wolfe (F&SF 10-11/04)

Best Short Story
(269 nominating ballots, 271 titles, 767 votes)

30 "Travels with My Cats" by Mike Resnick (Asimov’s 02/04)
25 "Decisions" by Michael A. Burstein (Analog 01-02/04)
25 "Shed Skin" by Robert J. Sawyer (Analog 01-02/04)
23 "A Princess of Earth" by Mike Resnick (Asimov’s 12/04)
18 "The Best Christmas Ever" by James Patrick Kelly (Sci Fiction, scifi.com 5/26/04)

------------ final ballot complete ------------
17 “The Wolfman of Alcatraz” by Howard Waldrop (SciFiction 9/22/04)
14 “Forbidden Brides of the Faceless Slaves in the Nameless House of the Dread Desire” by Neil Gaiman (Gothic!)
13 “Angel’s Daughter” by Jay Lake (Realms of Fantasy, 08/04)
13 “The Slow Train” by Don Sakers (Analog 10/04)
12 “Opal Ball” by Robert Reed (F&SF 10-11/04)
11 “Embracing-the-new” by Michael Rosenbaum (Asimov’s 01/04)
11 “Faces” by Joe Haldeman (F&SF 06/04)
11 “Pulp Cover” by Gene Wolfe (Asimov’s 03/04)
11 “Singing My Sister Down” by Margo Lanagan (Black Juice)
11 “Ten Sigmas” by Paul Melko (Talebones 08/04)
11 “tourism” by M. John Harrison (Amazon.com)
Best Related Book  
(263 nominating ballots, 93 titles, 563 votes)

76  **With Stars in My Eyes: My Adventures in British Fandom**  
by Peter Weston (NESFA Press)

38  **Dancing Naked: The Unexpurgated William Tenn, Volume 3**  
by William Tenn (NESFA Press)

33  **The Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction** ed. by Edward James and Farah Mendlesohn (Cambridge University Press)

24  **Futures: 50 Years in Space: The Challenge of the Stars** by David A. Hardy and Patrick Moore (AAPPL; Harper Design International)

22  **The Best of Xero** by Pat and Dick Lupoff (Tachyon Publications)

------------ final ballot complete ------------

21  The Art of Discworld by Paul Kidby (HarperCollins)

20  Up Through an Empty House of Stars by David Langford (Cosmos Books)

20  The True Knowledge of Ken MacLeod by Andrew Butler and Farah Mendlesohn (The Science Fiction Foundation)

19  Projections: Science Fiction in Literature edited by Lou Anders (MonkeyBrain Books)

18  The Deceiving Eye, The Art of Richard Wescox by Randy Dannenfelser (AAPPL)

17  Spectrum 11 by Cathy and Arnie Fenner (Underwood Books)

17  Relativity by Robert J. Sawyer (ISFIC Press)

17  The Gernsback Days by Mike Ashley and Robert A.W. Lowndes (Wildside)

14  Marvel 1602 by Neil Gaiman (Marvel Comics)

13  The DC Comics Encyclopedia (DK Publishing)
Best Dramatic Presentation - Long Form
(340 nominating ballots, 73 titles, 926 votes)

191 The Incredibles (Walt Disney Pictures / Pixar Animation Studios)
   Written & Directed by Brad Bird

103 Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (Focus Features) Story by Charlie
   Kaufman & Michael Gondry & Pierre Bismuth; Screenplay by Charlie Kaufman;
   Directed by Michael Gondry.

98 Spider-Man 2 (Sony Pictures Entertainment / Columbia Pictures) Screen Story by
   Alfred Gough & Miles Millar and Michael Chabon; Screenplay by Alvin Sargent;
   Based on the comic book by Stan Lee & Steve Ditko; Directed by Sam Raimi

77 Sky Captain and The World of Tomorrow (Paramount Pictures)
   Written & Directed by Kerry Conran

62 Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (Warner Brothers) Written by Steve
   Kloves; Based on the novel by J.K. Rowling; Directed by Alfonso Cuarón.

60 Farscape: The Peacekeeper Wars (Hallmark Entertainment Productions)
56 Shaun of the Dead (Studio Canal)
39 Shrek 2 (Dreamworks)
30 Hellboy (Sony Pictures)
21 I, Robot 20th (Century Fox)
19 Team America: World Police (Miramax)
17 Lemony Snicket’s A Series of Unfortunate Events (Dreamworks)
11 Hero (Miramax)
8 Battlestar Galactica - TV Pilot Movie (Sci-fi Channel)
7 Finding Neverland (Miramax)

------------ final ballot complete ------------
Best Dramatic Presentation - Short Form
(161 nominating ballots, 121 titles, 411 votes)

48  Smile Time – Angel (20th Century Fox Television / Mutant Enemy) Story by Joss Whedon & Ben Edlund; Teleplay by Ben Edlund; Directed by Ben Edlund
28  Not Fade Away – Angel (20th Century Fox Television / Mutant Enemy) Written by Jeffrey Bell & Joss Whedon; Directed by Jeffrey Bell
23  33 - Battlestar Galactica (NBC Universal Television / The Sci Fi Channel) Written by Ronald D. Moore; Directed by Michael Rymer
20  Heroes Part 1 & 2 - Stargate SG-1 (MGM Television / The Sci Fi Channel) Written by Robert C. Cooper; Directed by Andy Mikita

------- final ballot complete -------
14  Noreascon Closing Ceremony (Sparks)
13  Wax Lion - Wonderfalls
9   E2 - Star Trek Enterprise
7   The Return - Justice League Unlimited
7   Origin - Angel
7   Run - Smallville
6   Walkabout - Lost
5   Rising (Pilot episode) - Stargate Atlantis
5   Damage - Angel
5   Agatha Heterodyne, Girl Genius (Radio play, Presented live at 2004 Norwescon)
5   Karma Chameleon - Wonderfalls

Best Professional Editor
(296 nominating ballots, 93 names, 821 votes)

106 Ellen Datlow
94   Gordon Van Gelder
76   David G. Hartwell
72   Stanley Schmidt
71   Gardner Dozois

------- final ballot complete -------
54  Patrick Nielsen Hayden
30  Peter Crowther
20  Kelly Link
18  Lou Anders
14  David Pringle
14  Shawna McCarthy
14  Ginjer Buchanan
13  Sheila Williams
13  Gavin J. Grant
12  Nalo Hopkinson
12  Juliet Ulman
**Best Professional Artist**
(232 nominating ballots, 136 names, 624 votes)

71  Donato Giancola
47  Bob Eggleton
32  Jim Burns
30  John Picacio
20  Frank Kelly Freas

------------ final ballot complete -------------
14  David A. Hardy
14  Dominic Harman
14  Stephan Martinière
13  Alan Clark
13  David Cherry
12  Michael Whelan
12  Vincent de Fate
11  Kinuko Craft
11  Omar Rayyan
9   John Jude Palencar
9   Les Edwards

**Best Semiprozine**
(238 nominating ballots, 56 titles, 553 votes)

100  Locus ed. by Charles N. Brown
78   Ansible ed. by David Langford
71   Interzone ed. by David Pringle and Andy Cox
69   The New York Review of Science Fiction ed. by Kathryn Cramer, David G. Hartwell and Kevin J. Maroney
36   The Third Alternative ed. by Andy Cox

------------ final ballot complete -------------
16  On Spec
14  Talebones
14  Lady Churchill’s Rosebud Wristlet
14  Speculations
13  Nth Degree
13  Internet Review of SF
12  Tähtivaeltaja
11  Postscripts
10  Chronicle
8   Portti
Best Fan Writer  
(241 nominating ballots, 146 names, 611 votes)

67  David Langford  
60  Cheryl Morgan  
40  Bob Devney  
35  Claire Brialey  
30  Steven H Silver

------------ final ballot complete -------------

20  Guy Lillian  
20  Matthew Cheney  
20  Teresa Nielsen Hayden  
12  John Hertz  
12  Mike Glyer  
12  Pete Young  
10  Chris Garcia  
10  Joe Major (Joseph T. Major)  
10  John Flynn  
10  Mark Plummer

Best Fanzine  
(218 nominating ballots, 86 titles, 518 votes)

78  Emerald City ed. by Cheryl Morgan  
55  Plokta ed. by Alison Scott, Steve Davies and Mike Scott  
42  Banana Wings ed. by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer  
27  Challenger ed. by Guy H. Lillian III  
24  Chunga ed. by Randy Byers, Andy Hooper and Carl Juarez

------------ final ballot complete -------------

22  Zoo Nation  
21  Trap Door  
18  File 770  
17  Bento  
16  Ansible  
16  SF Revu  
15  Argentus  
11  SF Commentary  
10  The Prydonian Renegade  
10  Alexiad
**Best Fan Artist**
(179 nominating ballots, 76 names, 410 votes)

57  Sue Mason  
48  Steve Stiles  
44  Frank Wu  
27  Teddy Harvia  
26  Brad Foster  

------------- final ballot complete -------------
13  Alexis Gilliland  
11  Bill Neville  
10  Marc Schirmeister  
10  Dan Steffan  
9  Sheryl Birkhead  
9  Stu Shiffman  
8  Kurt Erichsen  
8  Alan White  
8  Taral Wayne  
7  D. West

**Best Web Site**
(311 nominating ballots, 219 sites, 832 votes)

67  Locus Online (www.locusmag.com) ed. by Mark R. Kelly  
51  Strange Horizons (www.strangehorizons.com) Susan Marie Groppi, editor-in-chief  
48  SciFiction (www.scifi.com/scifiction) ed. by Ellen Datlow, Craig Engler, general manager  
41  Emerald City (www.emcit.com) ed. by Cheryl Morgan  
40  eFanzines (www.efanzines.com) ed. by Bill Burns  

------------- final ballot complete -------------
32  The SF Site (www.sfsite.com)  
26  Sfrevu (www.sfrevu.com)  
22  FANAC Fan History Site (www.fanac.org)  
20  Trufen.net/Victor Gonzalez (www.trufen.net)  
19  NESFA (www.nesfa.org)  
18  Neil Gaiman's Site/Weblog (www.neilgaiman.com)  
15  The Alien Online (www.thealienonline.net)  
15  Science Fiction Weekly (www.scifiweekly.com & www.scifi.com/sfw)  
14  SciFi.com (www.scifi.com)  
12  Infinite Matrix (www.infinitematrix.net)  
12  The Internet Review of Science Fiction (www.irosf.com)
John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer
(187 nominating ballots, 113 names, 469 votes)

(Not a Hugo Award – an award for best new science fiction writer of the past two years, sponsored by Dell Magazines and administered by the current Worldcon committee.)

27 K.J. Bishop (second year of eligibility)
27 David Moles (second year of eligibility)
22 Steph Swainston (first year of eligibility)
20 Elizabeth Bear (second year of eligibility)
18 Chris Roberson (second year of eligibility)

--------- final ballot complete ---------
17 Barth Anderson
16 Chris Moriarty
16 Susanna Clarke
12 Jay Caselberg
11 Amy Sisson
11 Jack Skillingstead
11 Isaac Szpindel
10 Tony Ballantyne
10 Deidre Saoirse Moen
10 Karen D. Fishler

Reported by Interaction Hugo Sub-committee:
Paul Dormer (Hugo Administrator)
Vincent Docherty & Colin Harris (Interaction Co-Chairs)

Contact: info@interaction.worldcon.org.uk

Not for general release before Sunday 7th August 2005, 22:00 BST.

"WSFS", "Worldcon", "World Science Fiction Convention" and "Hugo Award" are service marks of the World Science Fiction Society, an unincorporated literary society.